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the spectrumof L to be able to constructadmissible Green's functions (which somehow reveals
a certain similarity to pseudospectra). In this
part of the book, the argumentationgets somewhat technical, but when the unboundedcomponent Gooof the spectrumof L is simply connected, everything reduces to a study of a Riemann conformal map, and more familiarresults
show up. For instance, asymptoticallyoptimal
polynomials can then be obtained by means of
Faberpolynomials. Recall thatFaberpolynomials can be defined in terms of their generating
function. In fact, this is one of Nevanlinna'sfavorite concepts throughoutthe entire book, and
is stimulatedby the resolvent,which is the generating function for the successive approximation
polynomials Pk(L) = Lk:
oo

R(X, L)

=

(X -

pk(L)AX-k-1.

=E
k=O

Chapter4 deals with the sublinearcase which
is connected to a spectral cluster at X = 1. In
this case, I - L has no continuous (generalized) inverse,andthe fixed point equationis usually called ill-posed (Nevanlinnacalls it singular). But why does a sublinearphase occur in the
general iteration? In the beginning, the iterative
scheme will not "know"whetherthe problemis
ill-posed or not; consequently, there will be no
significantdifference in its behaviorduringthis
phase of the iteration. Nevanlinnaargues intuitively: "Imaginelooking atthe spectruminitially
from far away. Typically, most of the spectrum
will be in left from 1, maybe withina sectorialset
butyou don't see whetherthe problemis singular
or not."
Sectorialenclosuresfor the spectrumpointing
at X = 1 indeed play a key role in the analysisof
the sublinearcase. Forill-posed or singularproblems, the residualnormwill typicallyconvergeto
zero like k-', and the actual value of cxdepends
on two parameters:the opening angle of the sectorialset, andthe "smoothness"of the solutionx,
i.e., whetherx itself belongs to the rangeof some
fractionalpower of I - L. There are a number
of interestingresults including very tight lower
andupperboundsfor the convergenceratein this
chapter.It also includesthe case when L has fixed
points, that is, when I - L only admits a generalized inverse(here one might have expected the
authorto give a referenceto the Drazin inverse).

The superlinearphase is treated in the final
chapter.Itoccurswhen the spectrumof L is separatedfromX = 1 andthe optimalasymptoticconvergencefactoris zero, e.g., when theresolventof
L is meromorphicin 1/X. This case is examined
in a numberof modelingexamples, e.g., when L
is compactandwhentheeigenvaluesof L (in nonincreasingabsoluteorder)form a sequence in EP.
Nevanlinnameasuresthe rate of convergenceby
order w and type r accordingto whetherbounds
like (recw/k)k/whold. Note that these terms are
differentfromwhatis standardin numericalanalysis. Instead,they are adoptedfrom entire function theory,namelyfromorderandtype of certain
interpolatingWeierstrassproducts,with roots at
the eigenvaluesof L. One of the most fascinating
outcomesof thischapterconsistsin a lowerbound
for IIpk.(L)II:
the result, which uses a lemma by
Cartan,essentially states that the optimal order
w of IIpk(L)IIis intimatelyconnectedto the convergenceexponentof the spectrumof L, i.e., the
infimumof all p for which the eigenvalues of L
belong to

eP.

This monographindeed contains a wealth of
material,and it is fascinatingto see differentareas of mathematicsemerge. The book is very
well organized,with motivatingintroductorysections and severalexamples. However,the reader
would have appreciateda thoroughcheck of all
cross-references.Also, the bibliographyis comparativelymeager (only 55 references), and the
comments at the end of each section not always
clarify the origin of the many results.
The reviewerregretsthat Nevanlinnadid not
include any numericalexperiments. For example, on p. 10, the presenceof the sublinearphase
is supportedby writing: "This can be visualized by plottingthe evolution of the zeros of the
residual polynomials created." Such visualizations would have perfectly fit into a concluding
chapter,bringing together the manifold results,
and illustratingtheir impacton numericallinear
algebra. Such a chapterwould definitely help to
presentthe resultsto a largercommunity.Yet it is
the reviewer'sstrong.hopethatthe book will find
a considerableaudience. It definitelydeserves it.
MARTINHANKE

UniversitdtKarlsruhe

Elementsof InformationTheory. By Thomas
M. Cover and Joy A. Thomas. Wiley & Sons,
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New York, 1991. xxii+542 pp. $64.95, hardback. ISBN0-471-06259-6.
Informationtheory results from the fusion of
practiceand principles, as encapsulatedso aptly
in the title of the book [2]. The "practice"part
of informationtheory has to do with the design
of codes intendedto process a streamof samples
from a data source for transmissionover a communicationchannel or for storagein a recording
channel. The "principles"part (called Shannon
theory in honor of its founder,Claude Shannon
[6]) consists of a body of coding theoremsdetailing the performanceof optimalcodes for abstract
source and channel models. In the information
theory book by Thomas Cover and Joy Thomas,
the emphasis is upon Shannontheory.
The book consists of 16 chapters. Chapter1
is a preview of the book, in which the readeris
made awareof the impact of informationtheory
in the fields of electrical engineering, computer
science, physics, mathematics, and economics.
In addition,examples are given illustratingsome
interpretationsof the fundamentalconceptsof entropy and mutual informationin the context of
applications.
InChapter2, identitiesandinequalitiesinvolving entropy and mutual informationare developed for lateruse.
Chapter3 is devotedto the proof and interpretationof the resultcalled the Shannon-McMillan
theorem by some and the asymptoticequipartition propertyby others. The Shannon-McMillan
theorem is often referredto as the fundamental
theoremof informationtheorybecause it is used
as a tool to proveboth source andchannelcoding
theorems. The Shannon-McMillantheoremhas
also been an importanttool for proving coding
theoremsof ergodictheory,such as D. Ornstein's
celebratedresulton the isomorphismof Bernoulli
shifts.
The concept of the entropy rate of a random
process is introducedin Chapter4, and formulae
-are presented for the entropy rates of independent andidenticallydistributed(i.i.d.) processes,
Markovprocesses, and finite-statesource models.
Chapter 5 presents noiseless source coding
theory, including Kraft's inequality, Huffman
codes, arithmeticcodes, and the coding theorem
equating the entropy rate of a process with the
optimalrateat which it can be encoded via prefix
codes without informationloss.

Chapter6, entitled Gamblingand Data Compression, gives an account of the Cover-King
gambling estimate of the entropyof the English
language.
Chapter7 gives a welcome andextensivetreatmentof the subjectof Kolmogorovcomplexity,a
measureof the descriptivecomplexity of objects
thatallows analgorithmicapproachto codingtheorems of informationtheory, as opposed to the
usual model-basedapproach. To the reviewer's
knowledge, the Cover-Thomas book is the first
informationtheory book to devote a chapterto
this importantsubject.
The noisy channelcodingtheoremis presented
in Chapter8. This theoremequates the optimal
rateof reliablechannelcodes for a discretememoryless channel with the maximum mutual informationfor channel input-outputpairs (called
channelcapacity). InChapters9 and 10,the noisy
channel coding theorem is extended to the case
of a Gaussianchannel.
Chapter11, "MaximumEntropyand Spectral
Estimation,"is centeredaroundBurg'smaximum
entropytheorem,which is the basis of a popular
methodfor the estimationof spectraldensities.
Chapter 12 is a tour-de-force on information theory and statistics, including the method
of types, universal noiseless source coding and
Lempel-Ziv codes, Sanov's theoremin large deviations, exponentialbounds in hypothesis testing, Stein's lemma, the Chemoff bound, Fisher
information,and the Cramer-Raolower bound.
An introductionto rate-distortiontheoryis presented in Chapter13. In the rate-distortionproblem, one requiresthat i.i.d. data source samples
be encoded block by block so that sufficiently
faithful reproductionsof the data blocks can be
obtained from the encoded blocks. Cover and
Thomas give a developmentof the lossy source
coding theoremfor this problem,in which a characterizationof the optimal encoding rate is obtained in terms of the rate-distortionfunction of
the data source. The Blahut algorithmfor computationof the rate-distortionfunction and the
Arimoto-Blahut algorithm for computation of
channelcapacityareelegantlyobtainedas special
cases of the Csiszar-Tusnadyalternatingminimizationalgorithm.
The longest chapter of the book is Chapter 14 on networkinformationtheory. Although
a completetheoryis lackingon the rate-distortion
tradeoffsthatareachievablein a generalnetwork
of sources and channels, the authors present a
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generous portionof the known results on Gaussian multiple user channels, the multiple access
channel, the broadcastchannel, the relay channel, Slepian-Wolf coding for correlatedsources,
and source coding with side information.
The book concludes with a chapteron informationtheoryandthe stock marketanda chapter
on inequalitiesin informationtheory.
The Cover-Thomasbook has many strengths.
It gives a simple, yet mathematicallyprecise, approachto nearly all Shannontheory results that
one would want to include in a firstcourse on informationtheory. At the same time, the book is
a pleasureto read,because of the authors'entertainingstyle. Good pedagogicalfeaturesinclude
end-of-chaptersummaries, the naming of each
problem to bring out the point that it conveys,
and the avoidanceof wordy proofs (manyproofs
consist of carefullychosen stringsof inequalities
for which the omitted connecting links will be
self-evident to the reader).
Although Elements of Iiiformation Theory
does agood andsometimesadmirablejobof treating each topic thatit takesup, the bookcould have
been improved through the addition of a small
amountof material.Inordertobettermotivatethe
readerfor what comes later, examples of codes
of all types (viz. data compaction codes, data
compressioncodes, datatransmissioncodes, and
data translationcodes to borrowthe convenient
classificationsof Blahut [2]) should be addedto
Chapter 1. An extended treatmentof the subject of data translationcodes is needed, including Adler-Hassner codes, which are important
in magneticandoptical recordingsystem design.
(The treatmentof this importantsubjectconsists
of just one end-of-chapterproblem!) In Chapter 8, the classic result on the efficacy of linear
block codes for the binary symmetricchannel is
not mentioned. In the historicalnotes section of
Chapter 10, the importantwork of Ungerboeck
on trellis-codedmodulationshould perhapshave
been pointed out. Finally, there are no problem
solutions at the end of the book.
The reviewerhas successfully used the CoverThomas book as principaltext for a one-quarter
courseon informationtheoryfor first-yeargraduate studentsat the Universityof Minnesota,based
on Chapters1-5, 7, 8, the universalcoding parts
of Chapters12, and Chapter13. A one-semester
course could be based on the precedingchapters,
plus Chapter10 and partsof Chapter14.
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CoverandThomasstatethattheiraim is to provide "a simple and accessible book on information theory"for studentsin communicationtheory, computerscience, and statistics. They have
largely succeeded in their goal. For the reader
seeking an introductionto modem information
theory,theirtext is a "mustread."Because of its
overallexcellence, Elementsof InformationTheory can be added to the honor roll of classic informationtheorybooks by Ash [1], Gallager[4],
McEleice [5], Csiszar-Korner[3], andBlahut[2].
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Some Aspects of Brownian Motion, Part 1. By
Marc Yor,Birkhauser-Verlag,
Boston, MA, 1992.
136 pp. $24.50, paperback. Lectures in Math.
Series. ISBN 0-8176-2807.
The bibliographyfor this book lists 31 works by
Yor and his coauthorsout of a total of 82. Since
there are 130 pages of text, if we make the reasonable assertionthatthe text is primarilya unified expositionof the author'spapers,that leaves
about four pages per paper. A rapid inspection
shows that these papers average over 20 pages
in length, so the presentwork has a compression
ratio of at least five to one. Consequently,-,the
fact alone that it is reasonablyreadable(at least,
if one keeps a scratchpad handy) seems in itself
quite remarkable.
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